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Abstract
This whitepaper provides an overview of how to isolate hundreds of individual users within a single Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) account. It is intended for Solution Architects and Security engineers who are responsible 
for building permissions models on AWS environments or/and integration with third-party Identity providers. 
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Introduction
Purpose of this document is to present a custom approach for applying permissions model on AWS. The 
technical part of the paper will touch different topics like discussing different AWS services and their features, 
developing complex permission documents, process automation, and unit testing. The tools, services, and 
features that fit into building the solution, using an appropriate security strategy, are outlined below in the 
document. 

Different strategies will be discussed. Example of taking a decision based on the use case will be introduced 
as well. The use case is based on isolating 200 different projects within same AWS account utilising different 
geographical regions.

This paper includes reference architectures that present high-level configuration guidance, that you can use 
while implementing your solution. 

AWS Security Strategies 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) is designed to enable customers to achieve huge gains in productivity, innovation, 
and cost reduction when they move to the AWS cloud. AWS offers a variety of services and features that 
allow for flexible control of cloud computing resources and also of the AWS account(s) managing those 
resources. On the account level, these options are designed to help provide proper cost allocation, agility, 
and security, however, customers are sometimes unsure of how to best implement an account strategy.

Multiple AWS Accounts Security Strategy 
This strategy provides the highest level of resource and security isolation.

Administrative isolation by account provides the most straightforward approach for granting independent 
administrative groups different levels of administrative control over AWS resources based on the workload, 
development lifecycle, business unit (BU), or data sensitivity. 

Accounts provide a natural boundary for visibility and discoverability. Workloads cannot be accessed or 
viewed unless an administrator of the account enables access to users managed in another account. 

Blast-radius isolation by account provides a mechanism for limiting the impact of a critical event such as 
a security breach, if an AWS Region or Availability Zone becomes unavailable, account suspensions, etc. 
Separate accounts help define boundaries and provide natural blast-radius isolation.

Single AWS Accounts Security Strategy 
That model does not provide resources and security isolation by default.

Isolation and security permission matrix needs to be implemented separately by every company which 
decides to use this strategy.

Minimal cost is a key advantage because you have to protect, monitor and make compliant only one account. 

https://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/
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An optimal number of dependencies is a very important benefit of that strategy because every environment 
requires a set of dependencies needed for its normal operation (e.g. Microsoft Domain Controller per subnet).

Decision
It depends on the business case every customer has to compare both strategies and take a decision based 
on their needs. 

In our case, we have to be able to manage hundreds of projects utilising multiple AWS regions. All traffic 
between on-premise and AWS should be private over VPN or Direct Connect. Because of the nature of 
Microsoft integrated systems, every subnet should have local Active Directory Domain Controller.

If we proceed with Multiple AWS Accounts Strategy that means we must be ready for massive deployments 
of all the prerequisites. For described requirements the math helps to take the decision which strategy to 
implement:

1. Security & Monitoring tools per account = 200

2. VPN connections = 200 * 2(HA) * NumberOfRegions

In order to reduce the number of VPN connections, TransitVPC model[1] or the announced at re:Invent 
2018 Transit Gateway can be introduced, but still more expensive than using a single AWS account.

3. AD Domain Controllers = 200 * 2(or more depends on AZ in use) * NumberOfRegions

Based on the analysis security approach for isolation within a single AWS account best fits for this business 
case with several advantages, among which:

•	 Lower price;

•	 Single account security and monitoring tools;

•	 An optimal number of network connections;

•	 An optimal number of Active Directory Domain Controllers.

NOTE: VPC Sharing is a new feature announced at re:Invent 2018, which is conducive to having multiple AWS 
accounts while sharing the same VPC across all of them. That will minimize the complexity of having multiple 
prerequisites deployed in every account.

AWS Federated Authentication using IAM and ADFS
AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) is a web service from Amazon Web Services (AWS) for managing 
users, groups, roles permissions in AWS. Outside the AWS cloud, administrators of corporate systems rely on 
the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) to manage identities. By using role-based access control 
(RBAC) and Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 2.0[2], corporate IT systems administrators can 
bridge the IAM and LDAP systems and simplify identity and permissions management across on-premises 
and cloud-based infrastructures. 
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From a user perspective, the single sign on (SSO) process happens transparently. The user starts at an 
internal website and ends up at the AWS Management Console, without ever having to supply any AWS 
credentials. 

In this document, we will use as an example integration between AWS and Active Directory Federation 
Service (ADFS).

 ADFS Configuration 
Configuring ADFS requires two steps: 

•	 Active Directory - Security Groups configuration 

•	 ADFS configuration 

 

Windows Groups Configuration
We decided to use new Windows Groups to access AWS console instead of existing ones because of the 
naming convention which we are going to apply. 

It’s preferred to use Windows Global Security Group for grouping users as per Windows best practices. 

Windows Groups should have the following convention:

AWS-{Project Identifier}-{AWS AccountId}-{Permissions Level}

Example:

AWS-PR001-123456789012-Admin

AWS-PR001-123456789012-ReadOnly
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We decided to use new Windows Groups to access AWS console instead of existing ones because of the 
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Windows Groups should have the following convention:
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Example:

AWS-PR001-123456789012-Admin
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Using such as groups can easily and granularly define and view users’ permissions as well as AWS accounts. 

Every role in AWS will represent a group created in predefined Organisation Unit in Active Directory. User 
account should be a member of that group to be able to assume the role in relevant AWS account ID.

ADFS configuration 
Using ADFS management console we have to configure appropriate Relaying Party Trust and Claim Rules for 
the AWS Relying Party following the provided step by step guide in AWS blog article [3]

SAML 2.0-based Federation
AWS supports identity federation with SAML 2.0, an open standard that many identity providers (IdPs) use. 
This feature enables federated single sign-on (SSO), so users can log into the AWS Management Console or 
call the AWS API operations without you having to create an IAM user for everyone in your organization. By 
using SAML, you can simplify the process of configuring federation with AWS, because you can use the IdP’s 
service.

As a first step, you have to check if your IdP can be integrated with AWS using provided documentation[4].

Next, you have to create a SAML provider. Before you can do it, SAML metadata document has to be 
downloaded from the IdP (AD FS in the example use case). The document includes the issuer’s name, 
expiration information, and keys that can be used to validate the SAML authentication response (assertions) 
that are received from the IdP. To generate the metadata document, use the identity management software 
your organization uses as its IdP. 

In the IAM console, you create a SAML identity provider entity. As part of this process, you upload the SAML 
metadata document. As every resource created in AWS, SAML identity provider entity has his own Amazon 
Resource Name (ARN) - arn:aws:iam::123456789012:saml-provider/PROVIDER-
NAME it helps us to define who will be able to use specific AWS IAM Federated roles.

 

AWS Federated Roles
Federated users don’t have permanent identities in your AWS account the way that IAM users do. To assign 
permissions to federated users, you can create an entity referred to as a role and define permissions for 
the role. When a federated user signs in to AWS, the user is associated with the role and is granted the 
permissions that are defined in the role.

The procedures for creating a role for federated users depend on your choice of third-party providers:

•	 For Web Identity or OpenID Connect (OIDC)

•	 For SAML 2.0

The steps to create a role for the supported identity providers (OIDC or SAML) are identical as creating a 
standard IAM role. The difference is in the contents of the trust policy. A document in JSON format in which you 
define who is allowed to assume the role. This trusted entity is included in the policy as the principal element 
in the document. The document is written according to the rules of the IAM policy language[5].
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Example:
{
    “Version”: “2012-10-17”,
    “Statement”: {
      “Effect”: “Allow”,
      “Action”: “sts:AssumeRoleWithSAML”,
      “Principal”: {“Federated”: 
“arn:aws:iam::123456789012:saml-provider/PROVIDER-NAME”},
      “Condition”: {“StringEquals”: {“SAML:aud”: “https://
signin.aws.amazon.com/saml”}}
    }
}

The role or roles that you create in IAM using example trusted policy define what federated users from 
your organization are allowed to login in AWS. When you create the trust policy for the role, you specify 
the SAML provider that you created earlier as the Principal. You can additionally scope the trust policy with 
a Condition to allow only users that match certain SAML attributes to access the role.

Once everything is properly configured allowed users from IdP will be able to assume the AWS IAM Role and 
inherits all permissions attached via Identity-based policies.

Identity-based policies
Identity-based IAM policies are attached to an IAM user, group, or role. These policies let you specify 
what that user, group, or role can do. For example, you can attach the policy to the IAM role, stating 
that everyone who assume that role has permission to use the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon 
EC2) RunInstances action. The policy could further state that the role has permission to get items from an 
Amazon DynamoDB table with a specific name. Identity-based permissions can be managed or inline. AWS 
Best practices encourage usage of managed policies besides inline. Inline policies are useful if you want to 
maintain a strict one-to-one relationship between a policy and the principal entity that it’s applied to. 

Currently, there are two types of managed policies.

An AWS managed policy is a standalone policy that is created and administered by AWS. Standalone 
policy means that the policy has its own Amazon Resource Name (ARN) that includes the policy name.  An 
AWS best practice is to use a managed policy rather than an in-line policy

You can create standalone policies that you administer in your own AWS account, which is known as Customer 
managed policies. You can then attach the policies to multiple principal entities in your AWS account. When 
you attach a policy to a principal entity, you give the entity the permissions that are defined in the policy. 
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IAM policy concepts
You use IAM policies to define permissions for your IAM entities (groups, users, and roles). Policies are 
composed of one or more statements that include the following elements:

•	 Effect: Determines if a policy statement allows or explicitly denies access.

•	 Action: Defines AWS service actions in a policy (these typically map to individual AWS APIs.)

•	 Resource: Defines the AWS resources to which actions can apply. The defined resources must be 
supported by the actions defined in the Action element for permissions to be granted.

•	 Condition: Defines when a permission is allowed or denied. The conditions defined in a policy must 
be supported by the actions defined in the Action element for the permission to be granted.

Discussed permissions Matrix model is built on top of supported IAM features[6] per AWS Service.

Resource-level permissions – You can use ARNs to specify individual resources in the policy. If the service 
does not support this feature, then All resources are chosen in the policy visual editor[7]. In a JSON policy 
document, you must use * in the Resource element. Some actions, such as List* actions, do not support 
specifying an ARN because they are designed to return multiple resources. 

Authorization based on tags – You can use resource tags in the condition of a policy. For example, you might 
create a policy that allows tag project full access to EC2 resources that has been tagged. You do this by using 
a condition key such as ec2:ResourceTag/Project.

Condition Context Keys - You can use the Condition element of a JSON policy in IAM to test the value of keys 
that are included in the evaluation context of all AWS API requests. These keys provide information about the 
request itself or the resources that the request references. You can check that keys have specified values 
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before allowing the action requested by the user. This gives you granular control over when your JSON policy 
statements match or don’t match an incoming API request. 

Key Management Service (KMS) in action
AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) is a managed service that makes it easy for you to create and 
control the encryption keys used to encrypt your data. AWS KMS is integrated with most other AWS Services.

By using AWS KMS, you gain more control over access to data especially when you are restricting multiple 
projects within a single AWS account. 

With AWS KMS you can perform the following cryptographic functions using master keys:

•	 Encrypt, decrypt, and re-encrypt data

•	 Generate data encryption keys that you can export from the service in plaintext or encrypted under 
a master key that doesn’t leave the service

•	 Generate random numbers suitable for cryptographic applications

KMS Key Policy
Key policies are the primary way to control access to CMKs in AWS KMS. Each CMK has a key policy attached 
to it that defines permissions on the use and management of the key. The default policy enables any 
principals you define, as well as enables the root user in the account to add IAM policies that reference the 
key. AWS recommends that you edit the default CMK policy to align with your organization’s best practices 
for least privilege. To access an encrypted resource, the principal needs to have permissions to use the 
resource, as well as to use the encryption key that protects the resource. If the principal does not have the 
necessary permissions for either of those actions, the request to use the encrypted resource will be denied. 
For more information, see the AWS KMS Developer Guide[8]

A key policy is a document that uses JSON to specify permissions. You can work with these JSON documents 
directly, or you can use the AWS Management Console to work with them using a graphical interface called 
the default view. A key policy document size cannot exceed 32 KB. Key policy documents use the same JSON 
syntax as other permissions policies in AWS and have the following basic structure:

{
  “Version”: “2012-10-17”,
  “Statement”: [{
    “Sid”: “statement identifier”,
    “Effect”: “effect”,
    “Principal”: “principal”,
    “Action”: “action”,
    “Resource”: “resource”,
    “Condition”: {“condition operator”: {“condition context key”: 
“context key value”}}
  }]
}
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Based on the principal element we are able to grant access to specific KMS key only to federated project 
role. This approach will provide you with the ability to generate KMS Keys per project. All data encrypted with 
that key will be accessible only for users assuming same project role. Examples and automated solution 
creating keys and defining policy are discussed below in this document.

Auto-tagging AWS resources
On IAM policy concepts section we found out that permissions to AWS resources can be restricted using 
Authorization based on tags.  Before we are able to apply this permission model we have to guarantee that 
every resource we are going to restrict via tags, will have appropriate system tags in place.

In order to automate the process of applying system tags, first we have to define them:

Key Value

Project Project Identifier (e.g. PR001)

Owner Principal ID (e.g. user@example.com)

Tagging automation solution can be configured in a couple of steps utilizing following AWS resources:

•	 CloudTrail

•	 CloudWatch Events

•	 Lambda function

CloudTrail 
With CloudTrail, you can log, continuously monitor, and retain account activity related to actions across your 
AWS infrastructure. You can track all API calls executed via AWS Management Console, AWS SDKs, command 
line tools. As part of the best practices, every account must have AWS CloudTrail enabled globally.

AWS CloudTrail also allows you to track and automatically respond to account activity building event-driven 
infrastructure. In this scenario, CloudTrail will support CloudWatch Events providing additional information 
about the specific events.
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CloudWatch (CW) Events 
Amazon CloudWatch Events delivers a near real-time stream of system events that describe changes in 
Amazon Web Services (AWS) resources. Using simple rules that you can quickly set up, you can match 
events and route them to one or more target functions or streams. CloudWatch Events becomes aware of 
operational changes as they occur. CloudWatch Events responds to these operational changes and takes 
corrective action as necessary, by sending messages to respond to the environment, activating functions, 
making changes, and capturing state information.

Based on provided functionality by CW events you can respond on specific create resource AWS actions like 
ec2:RunInstance, ec2:CreateVolume, ec2:CreateImage, rds:CreateDBInstance, by triggering an AWS Lambda 
function with the event as input.

In order to trigger the Lambda function, you create a CloudWatch Events rule.

First, you define an Event Source configuration using the following event pattern example:

{
  “source”: [
    “aws.ec2”,
    “aws.rds”
  ],
  “detail-type”: [
    “AWS API Call via CloudTrail”
  ],
  “detail”: {
    “eventSource”: [
      “ec2.amazonaws.com”,
      “rds.amazonaws.com”
    ],
    “eventName”: [
      “RunInstances”,
      “CreateVolume”,
      “CreateDBInstance”
    ]
  }
}

Then route all events that match the pattern to target Lambda function. 

“AWS API Call via CloudTrail” is used as an event type, because we need information about user Identity to 
be part of the event.
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Sample event:
“userIdentity”: {
    “type”: “AssumedRole”,
    “principalId”: “AROAIDPPEZS35WEXAMPLE:user@example.com”,
    “arn”: “arn:aws:sts::123456789012:assumed-role/AWS-PR001-
123456789012-Admin /MySessionName”,
    “accountId”: “123456789012”,
    “accessKeyId”: “AKIAIOSFODNN7EXAMPLE”,
    “sessionContext”: {
      “attributes”: {
        “mfaAuthenticated”: “false”,
        “creationDate”: “20131102T010628Z”
      },
      “sessionIssuer”: {
        “type”: “Role”,
        “principalId”: “AROAIDPPEZS35WEXAMPLE”,
        “arn”: “arn:aws:iam::123456789012:role/AWS-PR001-
123456789012-Admin”,
        “accountId”: “123456789012”,
        “userName”: “AWS-PR001-123456789012-Admin”
      }
    }
}

Auto Tagging Lambda function
AWS Lambda is a compute service that lets you run code without provisioning or managing servers. AWS Lambda 
executes your code only when needed and scales automatically, from a few requests per day to thousands per 
second. You pay only for the compute time you consume - there is no charge when your code is not running.

All you need to do is supply your code in one of the languages that AWS Lambda supports (currently Node.js, 
Java, C#, Go and Python).

The code should be developed to handle a create resource event, extract the requested information and apply 
it via system tags to newly created AWS resource supporting tags. 

Using provided event data we can extract required information for predefined system tags Project and Owner.

Project identifier can be extracted as a string slice operation using “-” as separator form “sessionIssuer”:{ 
“userName:” “AWS-PR001-RoleToBeAssumed”}. Getting the second part of the sliced string the result will be – 
PR001

Owner details can be collected as a string slice operation using “:” as separator from “userIdentity”: {“principalId”: 
“AROAIDPPEZS35WEXAMPLE:user@example.com”}.  The result for the second part of the string will be – user@
example.com

As a collaboration between managed AWS services and your custom code, you have an automatic system 
triggered every time when a new resource is created and applying predefined system tags using appropriate 
values for them. This solution can be applied only on AWS resources that support tags[10].
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Automated permissions model
This document already described the concept and micro components used to apply permissions matrix 
within a single AWS account. The next step is to automate the whole process.

Used AWS services to achieve that automation are described below.

IAM – well know AWS service that will act as a central place for permissions management.

AWS Lambda functions - In order to achieve a microservices architecture, the preferred method is to split 
the logic into multiple lambda functions responsible only for one process unit as follow:

•	 Scan for new AD groups

•	 Create IAM Role & KMS key per project

•	 Modify IAM & KMS policies

Amazon CloudWatch Events - we already know how to use and configure rules as a trigger for lambda 
function based on a specific event. CW Rules supports also scheduled triggers, similar to the well-known 
Linux service - cron job.

Amazon S3 – is object storage built to store and retrieve any amount of data from anywhere – websites 
and mobile apps, corporate applications, and data from IoT sensors or devices. It is designed to deliver 
99.999999999% durability.
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IAM & KMS policy templates creation 
Every role in AWS that represents a project receives a policy with a default set of permissions specified in 
templates. These templates should be written with a placeholder that is going to be changed using the value 
equal to the relevant project number. In our case, we are going to use “Project_Id” as a placeholder.

In sample policies bellow you can see how the templates will be converted to policies for a specific project.

Sample IAM Template Policy:
{
    “Version”: “2012-10-17”,
    “Statement”: [
        {
            “Effect”: “Allow”,
            “Action”: [
                “ec2:StartInstances”,
                “ec2:StopInstances”
            ],
            “Resource”: “arn:aws:ec2:*:*:instance/*”,
            “Condition”: {
                “StringEquals”: {
                    “ec2:ResourceTag/Project”: “${Project_Id}”
                }
            }
        },
        {
            “Effect”: “Allow”,
            “Action”: [“s3:ListBucket”],
            “Resource”: [“arn:aws:s3::: ${Project_Id}*”]
        },
        {
            “Effect”: “Allow”,
            “Action”: [“s3:*”],
           “Resource”: [“arn:aws:s3::: ${Project_Id}*/*”]
        }
    ]
}

Sample IAM Policy for AWS-PR001-123456789012-Admin role:

{
    “Version”: “2012-10-17”,
    “Statement”: [
        {
            “Effect”: “Allow”,
            “Action”: [
                “ec2:StartInstances”,
                “ec2:StopInstances”
            ],
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            “Resource”: “arn:aws:ec2:*:*:instance/*”,
            “Condition”: {
                “StringEquals”: {
                    “ec2:ResourceTag/Project”: “PR001”
                }
            }
        },
        {
            “Effect”: “Allow”,
            “Action”: [“s3:ListBucket”],
            “Resource”: [“arn:aws:s3:::PR001*”]
        },
        {
            “Effect”: “Allow”,
            “Action”: [“s3:*”],
           “Resource”: [“arn:aws:s3:::PR001*/*”]
        }
    ]
}

KMS keys and policies are created alternatively to IAM policies. KMS policy template is created using a 
placeholder for IAM role ARN that is going to receive predefined permission on that specific key. 

Sample KMS Policy:
{
  “Version”: “2012-10-17”,
  “Id”: “key-consolepolicy-2”,
  “Statement”: [
    {
      “Sid”: “Allow use of the key”,
      “Effect”: “Allow”,
      “Principal”: {“AWS”: [
       “${Role_ARN}”
      ]},
      “Action”: [
        “kms:Encrypt”,
        “kms:Decrypt”,
        “kms:ReEncrypt*”,
        “kms:GenerateDataKey*”,
        “kms:DescribeKey”
      ],
      “Resource”: “*”
    }
}
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Sample KMS Policy for AWS-PR001-123456789012-Admin:
{
  “Version”: “2012-10-17”,
  “Id”: “key-consolepolicy-2”,
  “Statement”: [
    {
      “Sid”: “Allow use of the key”,
      “Effect”: “Allow”,
      “Principal”: {“AWS”: [
       “arn:aws:iam::123456789012:role/AWS-PR001-123456789012-Admin”
      ]},
      “Action”: [
        “kms:Encrypt”,
        “kms:Decrypt”,
        “kms:ReEncrypt*”,
        “kms:GenerateDataKey*”,
        “kms:DescribeKey”
      ],
      “Resource”: “*”
    }
}

If you have to apply the same solution in multiple AWS accounts, good idea is to parametrise the AccountID number 
as well. 

All template policies should be stored in a central place. They will be downloaded as part of the lambda execution. 
Best choice for this case is to use S3 as object store provided by AWS. You have to create one bucket and upload 
your files there.

Scheduled scan for new AD groups
Based on provided functionality by CW event rule that triggers on a schedule, we can start a lambda function every 
hour.

That lambda function runs our code written on a preferred language.

The code should provide the following functionality:

1. Connect to Active Directory

2. Check the Organisation Unit for new project groups
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a. If new group exist, triggers another lambda function

b. Else complete successfully

Create IAM Role and KMS key per project
The Lambda function will be triggered when a new AD project group is detected to create relevant AWS project role 
and key, using predefined IAM & KMS policy templates.

The code should be able to handle the following logic:

1. Accept the Group Name as an input parameter

2. Create IAM Policies by replacing the placeholder in your template

3. Create IAM Role with the same name as the Group Name

a. Configure Trust policy

b. Attach created IAM Policies

4. Create KMS Key

c. Modify the KMS key policy using the predefined template

If complex permissions matrix is developed utilising multiple AWS services, you can hit some of the limitations e.g. 
managed policy size cannot exceed 6,144 characters. If you face such limitation, the workaround should be applied 
like splitting the policy to multiple smaller policies.

Modify IAM & KMS policies
You have to create another lambda function executing a code that handles the following scenario.

1. Get all IAM roles & KMS keys for specific prefix e.g. AWS-PR

2. Replace all policies using relevant placeholder values per IAM Role & KMS Key

If a change in the policy is required, only the particular S3 policy file has to be modified. 

The used S3 bucket should have notification configuration in place that invokes the Lambda function.

Under Events in S3 bucket configuration, set a notification with the following settings.

•	 Name – lambda-trigger.

•	 Events – ObjectCreate (All).

•	 Send to – Lambda function.

•	 Lambda – Your_Lambda_Function.

Using that approach for modification, the policy consistency and immediate updates are guaranteed.
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Automated Tests
Because of the complexity in the discussed scenario, currently, there is no test framework that provides 
needed functionality to develop our unit tests. But if you think outside the box there is always a way to do it. 
You can use different tools and languages to fill the missing part of the automated test.

In this case, your sample test scenario should have the following steps:

1. Create a resource with user “A” with the correct configuration - OK

2. Create a resource with user “A” with the wrong configuration - FAIL

3. Create a resource with user “B” with the correct configuration - OK

4. Create a resource with user “B” with the wrong configuration - FAIL

5. With user ”A” modify/delete resource created by user “B” - FAIL

6. With user ”B” modify/delete resource created by user “A” - FAIL

In these days Infrastructure as Code (IaC)[11] is a very popular method to deploy cloud resources. Tools that can be 
used for IaC are CloudFormation[12] and Terraform[13]. Once you codify the AWS resource you are ready to deploy 
it using predefined sample test steps from 1 to 4. When the resources are created per user you can proceed with 
step 5 and 6. All test steps can be automated using preferred language that will run on top of AWS CodeBuild[14] 
container. Once all steps are completed you have to analyse the result and find out if everything works as expected. If 
an anomaly is detected during the unit test, predefined policy templates should be modified in order to resolve it.

Conclusion
AWS presents many architecture strategies for applying permission to local IAM users or federated user 
from various supported Identity providers. The simplest option is to apply administrative isolation using 
different AWS accounts. For more complex solutions, single account strategy can be implemented if you 
design and prepare your own permission matrix schema, based on business case requirements. A single 
account strategy can decrease significant your monthly bill and operational cost because only optimal 
services and pre-requisites are deployed.

AWS Solution Architect should select the strategy that most closely matches their requirements and their 
budget.

AWS IAM service provides various features that you can use to develop strong isolation between different 
resource owners within the same account. By taking the time to properly architect and implement AWS 
permission matrix, automated deployment process, and relevant unit tests, you can ensure that your 
resources are safe. Building the configuration and testing process as code makes the process auditable 
and repeatable, also you guarantee that continuous delivery is achieved and reduces the risk of inconsistent 
granted permissions.
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